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"This computer gives you A hard bargain";

Is it conflict et frustration when software

won't let you change your mind?

David Kuschaer

Center for Teaching and Learning

University of North Dakota

Grand Forks, ND 58202
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(Paper presented at the annual convention of the American Educational Research
Association, San Francisco, April, 1986.)

Any medium designed for young children's activity carries with it certain

inherent constraints on its use (Kuschner and Clark, 1976). It is not

possible, for example, for a child to bend wooden blocks in order to form a

curve in the road travelled by toy truck:. Playdoh, which is malleable, might

work for making the curve in the road, but it is not a sturdy enough medium

for building the bridge over which the trucks will ride. As a medium for

young children, microcomputer software can also be described in terms of the

inherent constraints on its use. One of these constraints, the degree to

which children are able to change their minds and revise their own actions,

is the focus of this paper.

The potential for revising one's actions is directly related to the

experience of cognitive conflict. There are two types of cosnitive conflict,

both of which relate to a child's original efforts at understanding and4)

fl acting on some aspect of his experience. The first type occurs when the

child expects a particular result from his activity and then experiences thec4,e
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unexpected, or the discrepant event. In other words, he P4de 4 prediction

which did not come true. The second type of cogni'Ave conflict occurs when

the child experiences two or more competing and contradictory explanations

or understandings for the some event. In either COO, the discrepant event

Of felt contradiction, by its very essence, suggests to the child that there

is an alternative way of understanding his present experience. This alterna-

tive understanding can then lead to additional "testing" of ideas. In

effect, previous actions are revised in an attempt to reconcile original

ideas with the results of action based on those ideas. The ultimate importance

of cognitive conflict is, of course, the revision of internal, mental struc-

tures and subsequent mental activity, but the ability to overtly act on ideas

and their alternatives is vitally important in terms of the feedback such

activity provides.

If 4!omputer software is to be considered a viable medium for fostering

the cognitive development of young children, then the issue of the child's

control of the software must be examined (Cuffaro, 1984). Revision of actions

is certainly an important form of control. In an earlier study (Kuschner, 1985)

I analyzed nine educational software programs created for young children in

order to describe the variety of ways software does and does not facilitate

the revision process. All of these programs were constructive in nature. In

other words, children could use the tools provided by the software to create

and/or combine individual graphic elements into larger structures. The rl-

sults of that study suggested that there was no one software program which

provided optimal control for a child in Wes of revision. Much like the

variations of block media that exist (e.y., Legos and Bristle Blocks), the

software represented a variety of ways for revising actions. The purpose of
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the present study wtis to take 4 s400ie Of these programs and observe children

using them, with an eye towards documenting what happens when a child wants

V2 revise an actionwants to change his mind--but is not able to do so

because of software constraints. Because of these constraints, there may be

a fine line between an @vont producing the experience of cognitive conflitt

and that same event producing an experience of frustration. That fine line,

at least in part, may be directly related tO the possibility of a child

revising his own actions.

Procedures of the Study

Six children, each five years of age and attending a university day care

center, wire the subjects of this study. Three software programs were used,

two children assigned to each program. On a weekly basis, each child was

taken to a small room adjacent to the main space of the center where he or

she spent 15 to 20 minutes interacting 'pith the computer and software. In

order to allow tine for familiarity and compotence with the software program

to develop, each child worked with the same program for the duration of the

study. Although illness and family moves reduced the number of weekly sessions

for three of the children, there was an average of 12 sessions for each of the

six children.

After providing initial instruction and guidance on the use of the com-

puter and the operation of the software, I primerfly assused the role of

observer and recorder. I answered any questions the children had, offered

suggestions if a child was having difficulty performing a particular function,

and made suggestions as to what a child might try to do if I thought it rele-

vant to the child's own intentions. When a child was experiencing a problem
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with revision of his or her actions, I provided leading suggestions up to

the point of offering the exact solutioo, if in fact there was one. In

eddition, 1 provided potentially reinforcing and motivating support through

my attention nd verbal comments about what the children were doing,

At the beginning uf each session, 1 gave the children a prinilut of wilat

they had produced tho session before. These printouts served two purposes.

One, they represent part of ity otte base for the study, and two, they served

as a fOrm of motivational reward for participating in the study. This seemed

to be effective because the children invariably asked to see their °picture"

from the week before as soon as we entered the room which housed the computer,

The children were also given the option of beginning each week's session by

continuing work with the previous week's product, which had been saved to disk.

The printout wts an additional reminder of what they had done the week before.

The Software

Three software progress were used in the study! Kids at Mork (Scholastic),

Picture Perfect (Methods and Solutions), and Stickers (Springboard). In each

case, the software is marketed as having the potential for fostering children's

intellectual growth and creative development. In addition, these programs

were selected for use in this study because of their constructive nature:

children can use the tools provided by the software to combine various elements

into two-dimensional constructions of some kind. Two of the programs, Kids at

Work and Stickers are graphics-onty programs, while Picture Perfect supports

the combining of text with graphics. A description of each program, in par-

ticular the characteristics relevant to this study, follows.

EidS at Mork. This is a graphics-only program, one which provides the
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child with two sett of pregrewn pictures, each set contng individual

graphics, for eftseple, buildings, Coro 'whiner", and faro animals. Oy

depressiog Ofte Of four keys, 4 COOStrucGOn Will' (City Shapes with 34

graphics) or a term OW (Country Shapt with 3 5 graphics) is waved froo 4

blank screen into the6e Sets for the purpose of selecting individual graphks.

(The screen appearance of these characters mimics the movements of walking

and running.) Once the character is positioned nen to the desired graphic,

depressing the space bar raises the character's ro, which represents the

*grabbing of the graphic. The child can then move this character, with

graphic, back to the blank screen and by depressing the space bar, release

and position the graphic wherever he wants. The number of elements he cam-

bines into his picture is limited only by the anount of space on the screen.

In terms of this study, the characteristics of this program which are

inportant to note include the following. The position of individual graphics

can be changed at any t4a4, including after loading a previously saved crea-

tion. A particular graphic can be selected for use as many times as the child

wants, and a previously placed graphic can be rearoved from the scene at any

ONO. Modircation of individual graphics, including color change, is pos-

sible, but the skills necessary to do so proved to be beyond the abilities

of these children.

Stickers. With this graphics-only program, children can place geometric

shapes of different sizes and colors onto a blank screen, sinulating the act

of placing stickers on a piece of paper. Through the use of keyboard or

Joystick input, the child selects a sticker from a set which appears at the

bottom of the screen. Oy depressing the space bar of Joystick butVon, the

sticker is °grasped" and cen then be moved around the screen until a position



tOr it 014'4, kVA ittel@h. 4t mliCh voint the sliace WE of p01,10 bottA

f@icate; it. there art 4140 P*04 options Oiith *ilow tht child to change

the color of the stickeri and to rotate their orientation. These changes

most, 'wow'. be atceffoliOtoki t- the 111401#0 0 4 p4r0fOor War,

on the screen. Once 4 sticker hat btec owed, it can not be directly charged

in any toy. (Previously placed stickers can be changed by superimposing

Other Stickers over them.) es was the case with Kids at tiork, it is possible

to modify individual stickers in terea of their structure. Out this again

proved to be beyond the abilities of the children studied.

ti,sl1te.2sfect, This Program provides childrenwith the ability to

create pictures from scratch through the use of drawing tools, select and

modify predrawn pictures, and add tett to what they create. Once a drawing

is mode or 4 picture positioned, it can be filled in with color andfor modified

by erasing part of it or adding to it with the drawing tools. Individual

elements of a picture, however, can not be manipulated 4S wholes once placed

on the screen.

Uhat wakes this program somewhat unique is the 'rubber.band* function that

is part of the drawing tools and the stlection of predrown pictures. Each of

the 72 available pictures can be placed anywhere on the screen and then

*stretched* to a desired size. Once that size is determined, depressing an

input button freezes the picture at that size. from that point on, size is no

longer open to manipulation. This *rubbereband* fuoction is also pert of the

tools for drawing individual lines, connected lines, and boxes, with the Use

limitations applying.
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exyl

In order to understand the type of conflict eoperienced by tne children

in !phis study it is necessary to first describe the tyoicil kind of activity

in eolith they entlsOtd* This we4 44,0 first COMP4W *4,0*4-4w C§f *11 of 04e

children involved. They approached this P4A0P141 44 they woold any NM toy-.

they OaYee with in and attometee to see what they could do. At first they

experimented with in@ v4rifpgs fOnCtionS, and their initial products are

characterised by a randoeness of both grsphic selection mid placement. Graphics

were placed without any sense of pattern or form, and the children seseed to

be fascinated by the *magical* qoality of the computer* i.e., yoo posh 4

button And something **pears oft the screen.

After a few sessions, towever, all the children became more deliberate

in their activity. They paused before selecting grophiCS, 4nd then thel %ewid

move the grephic around the screen before deciding on a position. Rather than

a random collectioo of graphics, they began to build coAceptual pictures,

Somotinft with forethought and sometines as 4 result of an accidental placement

of a grapilic. This wes *ten the first examples of conflict occurred.

As Maga noted in his descriptions of early development, forvaitous

events often serve as the motivator for children's activity. This was the

case with the children's conouter-genersted csesiroctions. AA example of a

child*t wort with Stickers serves as a good illustration. At first the child

wds content with sinpty stamping different stickers on the screen, without ahi

apparent pattern or design in mdnd. Daring the (worth session, this random

stamping of stickers resulted In two circles being placed below a horizontally

oriented rectangle. At that point, the child indicated that this configuration

looked like a cer. He begdn to make car noises and added other stickers to
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thom this 414 not tows., looking 0 no tor hoe 4n0 4009 why 00 st1c4r

would not move *then N.?' le@IS4d 001 Joystick button.

Ther@ were additional @wolfs of this tine Froblev for the children

i4in9 jj mod Pig_JIMIttitt. Once they became intrigued by the results

of their actions and what ameireill en 0* screen, they wanted to ir040m4ftpo tom@

Of uh4t they had already don@ in order to elaborate em what had caught their

ye. These two worded dO not *new for math revision. Judging by 001r

woreiSionS, ctIonl, and questions, they foome this to bt frustrating, An

analysis of the productions they croated suggests that it also limited the

40ownt of conceptual and theme-bound pictures that Oft 0140. rse chiloreA

who warted with Kids at vort had a different experience. The °redrawn graphics

built into this program can be manipulated (moved and positioned) at any timie .

rhe child; for eirkample, mho first placed the graphic of 4 fence, and theh *90t

back to get the graphic of the cow', was able to merino his picture IA vote

to ProOoto tivl appearance of tht cow Laing behind the fence. the software

allowed him to mm0 the fence. now@ it out of chewy, place the cow owe

the fence hadimmtne and finalty reposition the fence in front of the Ctm. The

ides foe combining the two graphics in this may did sot occur to the child

until he had chosen the fence and cow as separate,graphics and sew Vheowithin

the same visual field on the screen. The results of his actions fed back into

the planning of the actions. In this toise Vhe software allowed the child to
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which contained realistic grephics, the children ter, t re frustrated by

these prograns. As opposed U3 the manipulation of concrete, three-dimensional

amdeis mr Owe free=hand drawing of two-dinensional pictures, these two.

dimensional computer represeatetions were set in pm-determined and ft*ed

orieetstions.

A third type of frustretion was specificeTy cemented by the program,

Picture Perfoi. As 04rt of its collection of drowieg tools, this Pibtftm

provided ohat is c411d4 *color fill* fumctiom. This function, which Is

found im many grephics pewees, alloms the child to choose color and them

fill arrydelfi9erip oo the scree.. The uord 4clesed6 Is eaphasieed because

this fuection Is often a source of surprising everience (Of chlidreh, They
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statation of the differeate betueto closed sod opec geometric figures,

representatioo that is highlighted by *bit is often a cHscrepaat covet, 1.e.,

Ohe crier ibakiag out of the latemeed area to be Mite. Ihe reselts of this

study, houever, suggest that the coostralats of this particular softuaro
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processes, and principles involved in his experience. Success-oriented

problem solving, on the other hand, tends to focus a child's attention on

goals and end points. Intelligence, according to the authors, is fostered

by engaging in theory-oriented problem solving.

Glick (1983) relates the exercise of intention to Piaget's concept of

assimilation. Glick writes that assimilation is comprised of two parts:

patterned actions or schemes, and intention. He suggests that when we think

about the process of assimilation, our focus is too often on the patterned

actions involved as opposed to the ideas or theories which activate those

schemas of action.

The children in this study seemed to get "stuck" at the level.of re-

peating patterned actions. When pressing one button or one key makes something

interesting happen on the screen, creates that captivating image Zajonc (1984)

refers to, it is easy to be seduced into simply pushing that button over and

over again. It is easy for intention to become subordinate to what the machine

can do, particularly when intention becomes thwarted by what the computer

can't do. The child's focus fixates on the success of his actions as opposed

to a theory behind the actions. This also relates to Barnes and Hill's (1983)

concern that the precision of action required by the microcomputer is perhaps

antithetical to reflective thinking, and to Streibol's (1984) concern that

most educational computer programs emphasize immediate, non-reflective, action-

based decision-making.

Two types of software which might facilitate the exercise of intention

and the subsequent reflection include the LOGO programming language pioneered

by Papert (1980) and software which emphasizes kinetic movement (Forman, 1984;

1985). The essence of LOGO consists of the execution of a plan, receiving

12
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feedback, and then engaging_in the debugging process. The LOGO user is

continually generating theories as to how to create desired effects on the

screen. Very often these theories do not work as the child intended them

to, which leads the child into the debugging process. Papert points out

that debugging--reflecting upon and analyzing the step-by-step workings of

a program and then making revisions--is not the same as erasing, which is the

primarY way the software in the present study allowed the children to revise

their actions. LOGO is an example of software which both encourages children

to engage in theory-oriented problem-solving and also provides them with the

means for using the results of their actions as the material for productive

reflection. Results of a study by Clements and Gullo (1984) suggest that

experience with programming in the LOGO language does in fact promote reflec-
.

tivity.

Regarding the second type of software that has the potential for fostering

cognitive conflict, Sheingold (1984) points out that one of the unique prop-

erties of the microcomputer is its power to represent dynamic movement. Soft-

ware which has the child program the movement of images on the monitor screen

would engage the child in the act of making predictions based upon his inten-

tions, provide him with feedback regarding the results of his actions, and

open up the opportunity for the child to experience the conflict that occurs

when'the results contradict his intentions. The cycle would then be completed

if the software allowed the child to revise his original plan. Forman (1984)

suggests that the power of this feedback is enhanced if the child is presented

with images representing the path of the movement itself, not simply the

starting and arrival points of the movement. With this information, the child

can reflect more completely on the relationship between his intention and the

13
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results of his actions.

In summary, I would like to cite a statement from an article by Jeanne

8amberger entitled, "The computer as sandcastle" (Bamberger, 1983). Bamberger

writes that the medium of computer software, like any 2224.1medium for children's

activity, should foster what she calls conversational learning. Her definition

of this concept embodies the three characteristics of intention, reflection,

and revision just discussed. "By conversation I mean the conversation we

have with materials as we build or fix or invent. As we perturb these materials,

arranging them and rearranging them, watching them take shape even as we shape

them, we learn. The stuff talks back to us, remaking our ideas of what is

possible. The backtalk leads to new actions on our material objects in a

spiral of inner and outer activity. Inner intention gives way to reflection on

and responsiveness to the backtalk of the materials, leading to new outer

actions on objects, and hence once more to changed intention" (p. 35).
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